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Earplugs in the ICU: To sleep, to dream
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In the November issue of Critical Care, Demoule et al.
[1] describe a randomized controlled trial (RCT) under-
taken in unsedated patients admitted to the intensive
care unit (ICU), assessing the addition of earplugs and
eye masks to routine care alone, on polysomnographic
measures of sleep quality. The study provides novel
mechanistic data supporting the efficacy of earplugs to
improve sleep in critically ill patients, but also highlights
the need for deeper methodological considerations.
First, the per protocol analysis introduces the risk of

selection bias. This would not be decreased by greater
participant numbers. Compliant participants in the sub-
group that wore earplugs for the entire study period may
also have been less anxious and less prone to sleep dis-
turbance. They may also have found earplug insertion
more comfortable and effective. Optimizing earplug
choice and insertion training could mitigate this effect
by improving compliance, as both can substantially
increase tolerability and sound abatement [2, 3]. In our
recent pilot RCT of earplugs in patients admitted to the
ICU, ease of insertion and participant-reported earplug
comfort were rated highly and resulted in an intention-

to-treat analysis in which earplug use occurred in 78% of
the overnight intervention hours [4].
Second, definitive evaluation of whether earplugs

improve patient-centered outcomes requires maximizing
exposure to the intervention in the group of patients
most likely to benefit. Demoule et al. [1] excluded partic-
ipants receiving sedation, although these patients consti-
tute a large proportion of the case-mix of most ICUs,
are often at high risk for adverse outcomes, and may still
benefit from decreased noise-associated arousals. Fur-
thermore, polysomnography results were reported from
only a single night and whether any effect on prolonged
awakenings is sustained over the subsequent ICU stay is
uncertain. An inadequate intervention period may also
explain why participant-rated sleep quality was not
improved by the intervention.
Whilst this study adds to the growing body of evidence

to support earplugs as a plausible candidate intervention
to reduce sleep disruption in patients admitted to the
ICU, high quality evidence demonstrating improved
patient-centered outcomes is required before widespread
adoption of this intervention is warranted.
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First, we agree that per-protocol analysis introduces

the risk of selection bias. However, blind randomization
does not totally prevent from bias in patient selection
because it does not identify patient preferences or reac-
tions to and compliance with the treatment assignment
[5]. In our study, 30% of the patients in the intervention
group abandoned the intervention. The challenge is
therefore to identify a priori and reliably the patients
who would tolerate the device, which is a form of preci-
sion medicine [6]. In their pilot study, Litton et al. [4]

showed that pre-inclusion training was an attractive
option. However, this strategy cannot be applied to every
critical care patient (see below).
Second, Litton et al. pointed out rightly that we did

not include patients receiving sedation. We made this
choice since sedation deeply alters sleep architecture [7].
Detecting a positive impact of earplugs and eye mask on
such recordings would be difficult and implies a clear
definition of polysomnographic criteria of improvement.
In addition, the fact that a substantial proportion of our
patients removed their earplugs and eye mask because
of claustrophobia or discomfort questions the inclusion
of sedated patients in such a trial. Because of sedation,
those patients could not consent themselves and would
subsequently be exposed to discomfort and claustrophobia
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without their approval and without the possibility of com-
plaining, inasmuch as the intubation probe does not allow
them to speak. Obviously, pre-inclusion training as sug-
gested by Linton et al. could not be performed in patients
receiving too deep sedation.
Finally, Litton et al. suggest that repeating polysomno-

graphy recordings would have provided more informa-
tion on the impact of earplugs and eye masks on sleep.
Although we cannot rule out this seducing hypothesis,
we would like to point out that our experience based on
our study suggests that polysomnography is not so well
accepted by patients and that not all of them would
accept it repeatedly. Actually, in the first version of our
protocol, polysomnography was planned on the two first
nights following inclusion. A preliminary study showed
that many patients eventually refused the second poly-
somnography, which forced us to ultimately modify the
study protocol.
In conclusion, we believe that the limitations of our

study are related to the major issues of sleep research in
ICU patients: first, better patient selection because one
treatment does not fit all; and second, the development
of less invasive tools to reliably assess sleep architecture.
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